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Tomatoes 
Mexico Nogales has finished the 2019 growing season. There 

are growers in Jalisco that will continue through the summer 
and cross product into McAllen, Texas for eastern receivers.  
 

Baja California Shippers having gone through the large 

influx of red roma tomatoes they were forced to contend with 
the past three weeks. Baja is harvesting light colored good 
quality roma tomatoes and the market has firmed up by $4.00-
$5.00 a box. Best quality quoting in the low to mid-teens. Large 
vine ripe tomatoes are in short supply and being quoted in the 
mid to high teens for best quality.  
 

Central California All California shippers have started the 

2019 summer tomato harvest. Large sizes are moving well in 
the mid-teens. Deals are being made on smaller sizes to move 
inventories.  
 

Southeastern Supplies Arkansas, Alabama, North 

Carolina, Tennessee and Virginia are beginning to kick off the 
summer tomato harvest.  
 

Heirloom Tomatoes Due to unseasonable cool weather 

supplies remain extremely limited. California crops will start by 
the end of July.  
 

Organic Tomatoes 
Organic Heirloom Tomatoes Due to cooler weather 

in California, crops remain extremely limited and production 
delayed. Volume out of Central Mexico is cleaning up and Baja 
remains delayed against new crop due to weather.  
 

Organic Cherry Tomatoes Steady supplies out of Baja.  
 

Organic Vine Ripe & Roma Tomatoes  
Only one grower out of Baja is currently in production. Central 
Mexico is finished due to crop issues. Additional volume from 
Baja is still another 10 days away.  

Weather Outlook 
Mexico Seasonably warm temperatures along with 

showers and thunderstorms continue across Central 
Mexico as moisture streams in from the Gulf and Pacific 
Ocean. Warm temperatures expected across Northern 
Mexico with dry conditions going into early July.  
 

Florida Above average temperatures along with 

scattered showers and isolated thunderstorms look to 
continue going into next week.  
 

California Seasonally warm temperatures going into 

the holiday weekend.  
 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Bell Peppers 
Eastern Supply Georgia remains a part of the pepper 

scene, though quality and yields have been affected by the 
hot weather. This region will likely finish up over the next 7-
10 days. North Carolina has started, generating good quality 
crop so far. Current harvest is peaking on jumbo sizes which 
will likely continue going into next week as they work 
through crown picks.  
 

Western Supply Although green bells are still trickling 

into Nogales, Western production has shifted to California 
where the Bakersfield area is flushing. Oxnard and Fresno 
will follow, and supplies look to remain steady. Quality out 
of California is excellent with good shape and color.  
 

Citrus 
Limes The market is steady to slightly higher compared to 

last week. Rain in Mexico reduced volume of shipments into 
South Texas. Quality is good with occasional issues of 
scarring and yellowing.  
 

Lemons Pricing is expected to steadily increase through 

summer. California volume is inching down, and smaller 
sizes are tight as the crop is dominated by larger fruit. 
Shippers are doing their best to improve quality and extend 
shelf life. Quick rotation on inventories is recommended.  
 

Onions 
California/New Mexico The market is weak. New 

crop, fresh run onions will be available out of California and 
New Mexico through summer. Quality is excellent; new crop 
onions have feathery skins and light color compared to 
Northwest storage onions.  

Melon 
Cantaloupe Production out of the desert will run through 

mid-July. There are a few growers in California harvesting this 
week, mostly 9’s and jumbo 9’s. As temperatures increase in 
the San Joaquin Valley, production will start to ramp up.  
 

Honeydew Production out of the dessert will run through 

mid-July. Quality is improving internally and externally. 
Smaller fruit remains limited this week. Plenty of opportunity 
buys available on large fruit. California fruit should start 
ramping up going into next week.  
 

Watermelon Weak prices dominate the market and 

volume is high in most regions. Although the Mexican season 
is winding down, there are several domestic areas in 
production. Sugar levels are varying from 10 to 12 brix.  
 

Berries 
Strawberries The market is flat this week, despite 

demand exceeding supply. Erratic weather conditions in 
California is affecting crop yields. Demand is strong as we are 
in the 4th of July holiday pull period, expect markets to remain 
firm out of Salinas, Watsonville and Santa Maria. 
 

Blueberries Prices are high with limited supplies out of 

California and Mexico. East Coast production is moving north. 
Excellent quality reported with sugar levels ranging from 12 
to 16 brix.  
 

Avocados 
Mexico We are continuing to experience a very active 

market due to ongoing record high field prices in Mexico with 
no relief in sight. A decent amount of volume continues to 
arrive out of Peru. However, there is not enough supply to 
counteract the decreased volume in Mexico. Excellent quality 
reported with low oil content in early seasonal domestic fruit 
and will rise as the season progresses.  
 

California Harvest remains strong this week as some 

suppliers are pulling California fruit and shipping to Texas to 
cover business. With so much pressure being put on California 
fruit, the season will end sooner than projected. Volume will 
start to taper off by the end of July.   
 

Onions 
California/New Mexico The market is weak. New 

crop, fresh run onions will be available out of California and 
New Mexico through summer. Quality is excellent; new crop 
onions have feathery skins and light color compared to 
Northwest storage onions.  
 
 


